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WHO IS HEXIS?
HEXIS is a leading manufacturer of self-adhesive fi lms intended for visual communication

In 2014 the company celebrated its 25th anniversary, a quarter of a century of innovation!

HEXIS invests 3% of its turnover for R&D and employs 350 staff  members worldwide. In 2005 HEXIS has been ISO 
9001 certifi ed for its Quality management system. 

The company specializes in high-performance cast PVC, polyurethane and latex fi lms. These fi lms are made for 
professionals in digital printing, signage, visual communication, vehicle wrapping and textile marking. 

The HEXIS Group has an international presence throughout its subsidiaries in the French West Indies, Germany, 
Italy, Spain, Sweden, the USA and a distribution network over the fi ve continents.

The technical innovations developed by HEXIS for the sign industry professionals 
now extend to the world of interior decoration. This catalogue showcases among 
the most original and beautiful projects made by our clients. 
Our know how is at your service, your imagination does the rest!
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+ The HEXIS films are versatile and can be applied on any 
standard surfaces (walls, floors, windows), furniture and 
objects

+ Curved shapes can be wrapped thanks to our ultra-
conformable technology

+ HEXIS off er a large selection of colours and eff ects, opaque 
or textured (alligator skin, leather, brushed aluminium, carbon 
fi bre, wood), gloss or matt fi nish

+ For windows, you will fi nd a selection of transparent, 
translucent, etched or frosted glass eff ects

+ Our overlamination fi lms protect graphics and surfaces 
against scratches, graffi  ti and microbes

+ Once the film is applied, the surface become water-resistant 
and can easily be cleaned

+ Our fi lms protect against wear and tear, even bacteria (PURE 
ZONE)

+ Unlike paint, HEXIS films do not require any drying time and 
do not leave any unpleasant odours

+ The ease of installation of our films allows fast refurbishment, 
without the need for major upheaval to your living or office 
space and no shutdown period 

+ HEXIS quality: our films are made using only high quality 
materials and pigments to ensure colour fastness and long 
durability 

GOOD REASONS 
TO CHOOSE 
HEXIS SELF-
A D H E S I V E 
F I L M S F O R 
DECORATION

10
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NEW CORPORATE COLOURS 
TO APPLY, REFURBISHMENT 
OR RESTYLING PROJECTS?
HEXIS OFFERS A WIDE 
COLOUR AND FILM 
SELECTION ALLOWING YOU 
TO PUSH THE BOUNDARIES 
OF CREATIVITY

APPlIcATION
WA L L
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Extra high tack printable film

VCXR200WG2  
+ matt laminate 
V750M
(Photo : Pascal HELAINE)
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High tack printable film

VCR200WG2  

+ matt laminate 

V750M
(VIRGILIO AND PARTNERS)
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Whiteboard erasable film 

DWP002B  
(DécOPHANIE)

High tack printable film

VCR3000WG1  
+ Matt laminate 
V700M
(OXYGRAVURE)

Hybrid printable film with HEX'press adhesive

HX240WG2
+ Gloss hybrid laminate 

V740B
(Photo : Pascal HELAINE)
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High tack printable film

VCR200WG2  

+ matt laminate 

V750M
(VIRGILIO AND PARTNERS)
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High tack printable film

VCR200WG2  

+ matt laminate 

V750M
(VIRGILIO AND PARTNERS)

High tack printable film

VCR200WG2  

+ matt laminate 

V750M
(PUB DEMAILLE)

High tack printable film

VCR200WG2  

+ matt laminate 

V750M
(VIRGILIO AND PARTNERS)

Blackboard
BBNOIR  
(Photo : Pascal HELAINE)
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White SUPTAc
S5001B  
(MEGAMARk)

cast high tack printable film
VCR100WG1
+ cast matt laminate 
PC30M3
(GRAffITTI)

Extra high tack printable film
VCXR200WG1
+ matt laminate 
V750M
(VISUAL fAcTORY)
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Extra high tack printable film
VCXR200WG1
+ matt laminate 
V750M
(GSDI)
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Grey carbone fiber effect
HX30CAGGRB
(HEXIS)

Red metallic matt
HX30RGOM
(HEXIS)
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Orange SUPTAc
S5165B
(Photo : fernando ALDA)

High tack printable film
VCR200WG1
+ matt laminate 
V750M
(cREAcOM)

Printable Wallpaper
P13003

(AVS cOMMUNIcATION)

Red metallic matt
HX30RGOM
(HEXIS)
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FROM CEILING DOWN 
TO FLOOR, HEXIS OFFER 
COMPLETE SOLUTIONS

WALL 
Printable film V200WG1
+ matt laminate V700M

FLOOR
High tack printable film for flat surface VCR3000WG1

+ anti-slip floor laminate GSOl170
 

(AGENcE MON MOULIN)
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APPlIcATION
F LO O R

High tack printable film for flat surface 
VCR3000WG1+ anti-slip floor laminate GSOl170
(HEXIS)

High tack printable film for flat surface VCR3000WG1
+ anti-slip floor laminate GSOl170
(HEXIS)

High tack printable film for flat surface VCR3000WG1
+ anti-slip floor laminate GSOl170
(EXHIBIT GROUP)
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WALL 
Printable film V200WG1
+ matt laminate V750M

FLOOR
Printable film V200WG1

+ anti-slip floor laminate GSOl170
 

(AGENcE MON MOULIN)
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Printable film V200WG1
+ anti-slip floor laminate GSOl170
 (AGENcE MON MOULIN)

High tack printable film VCR3000WG1
+ anti-slip floor laminate GSOl170
 (EL DORADO AUTO)

High tack printable film VCR3000WG1
+ anti-slip floor laminate GSOl170
(HEXIS)
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GIVE A DYNAMIC AND 
SMART LOOK TO YOUR 
SPACE THANKS TO 
OUR GLASS FILMS

coloured transparent cRISTAL C4210
Etched glass S5DEPM

(MEGAMARk)
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APPlIcATION
GLASS

coloured transparent cRISTAL
C4398 (blue) - C4410 (green) - C4433 (green)
(PUBLISIGN)

White SUPTAc
S5001B
(MEGAMARk)

Etched glass film with glitter effect
KG15DEPM
(DécOPHANIE)
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coloured transparent cRISTAL
C4080 (grey) - C4232 (red)

 (Photo : Pascal HELAINE)
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Promotional printable film
V3001WG
(IMPULSO)

White SUPTAc S5001B
frosted effect E3GIVM

 (PUBLIfLASH)

Promotional printable film V3001WG
 (IMPULSO)
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TEXTURED AND UNIQUE EFFECTS 
TO RELOOK YOUR OBJECTS AND 
FURNITURE…
LET YOUR IMAGINATION FLY!

Black alligator effect
HX30Al890B
(Pascal HELAINE)
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Brown alligator effect
HX30AlMMIB

Brown alligator effect
HX30AlMMIB

White alligator effect
HX30Al003B
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Brown leather effect
HX30PGMBRB
(Pascal HELAINE)
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Grey carbone fibre effect
HX30CAGMEB
(clorofila digital)

Brown leather effect
HX30PG889B
(Pascal HELAINE)

Printable film with repositionable adhesive

HX3000WG2

Brown leather effect
HX30PGMBRB
(Pascal HELAINE)

Red carbone fibre effect
HX30CA200B
(Pascal HELAINE)
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STORES
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CAFE -HOTEL
RESTAURANT
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OFFICES
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SPORTS
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APPLICATION GUIDE

PRÉPARATION :

You can apply HEXIS films on a wide variety of 
substrates, provided that surfaces are clean, 
dry, smooth and non-porous (unless otherwise 
specified). Ensure there are no traces of oil, 
grease, wax, silicone or other contaminants. To 
avoid surprises, assume that all surfaces are 
contaminated and should be cleaned.

Clean surface appearance - For all non-porous 
surfaces: before applying the film on the surface 
to be covered, we recommend you clean it with 
a mild solution FINAL CLEANER No.3 Dry with a 
clean, lint-free cloth.

Soiled or old surfaces: clean the surface with a 
cloth soaked in cleaning solvent CLEANER No.2 
and dry with a cloth before evaporation.

Caution: never spray the liquid directly on the 
surface, always on a cloth.

flAT suRfAces

+ Wear cotton gloves (GANTCOV)
+ Position the film on the surface
+ With the help of masking tape or magnets, 
make a horizontal hinge on the top part, 
preferably on a flat surface
+ Pull off 10 cm of liner and start applying 
the vinyl with a squeegee protected with a felt 
(MARBLEUF), making a 45° angle and applying 
from the centre to the edges
+ When applying on flat surfaces, press down 
hard over the entire surface, pay extra attention  
to the edges
+ Some products are available with HEX’PRESS 
liner: it offers  easy and fast application especially 
useful for non-professionals

CURVED SURFACES

+ Remove the liner
+ Heat the vinyl between 40° and 50°C (104° 
and 122° F),  then stretch it to wrap the 
convex surface
+ Apply the vinyl over the whole surface 
using a plastic felt-covered plastic squeegee 
(MARBLEUF), making sure to gently brush it on 
the convex area to eliminate all tensions and 
folds
+ Cut if necessary and reheat all the edges   
to 80°- 90°C (176°-194° F) for the finishing

More videos and tutorials on: www.hexis-training.com/videos-photos.html
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Our films can be applied on various substrates. This chart specifies the main applications for every range.
The durabilities of our films are mentioned on our data sheets. Please refer to our website www.hexis-graphics.com

(¹) except non-stick paints

Films Surfaces Type of surface

HEXIS Series Colours Characteristics Finish Durability    Curved          Flat  Window     Aluminium    Melamine    Paint⁽¹⁾       Brick wall           Tiles        Plastic

HX30000 73
Wrap films with special colours 

and textured effects

variochrome, matt, 
carbon fibre,  leather, 

alligator
+++ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

HX20000 85
Full or partial wrap,

solid colours
gloss & matt +++ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

KG8000 78 Cast for cutting and decoration gloss & matt ++++ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

SMArTAC EvoluTIon 16 PVC-free "green" cut film gloss ++++ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

SuPTAC S5000 96
Partial wrap and cutting for 

decoration
gloss all colours 

 matt (only B/W, transparent)
++++ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

ECoTAC E3000 78 Cutting film for decoration gloss & matt +++ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

vCrE3000 5
 Film for wall stickers,

high tack adhesive
matt +++ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

CrISTAl C4000 16 Coloured transparent film - ++ ✓ ✓

ClASSIC ETCH 3 Etched glass effects matt ++++ ✓ ✓

oTHEr ETCHED FIlMS 5 Frosted, glitter, coloured  etch matt & gloss ++ ✓ ✓

      Films Surfaces Type of surface

 HEXIS Series references lamination Finish Durability    Curved           Flat  Window      Aluminium   Melamine    Paint⁽¹⁾        Brick wall         Tiles         Plastic

100 V100WG2, HX190WG2 PC30, PC190 gloss & matt +++ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

100 High tack adhesive
(VCR100, VCSR100...)

PC30, PC190 gloss & matt +++ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

200 V200WG1, HX200WG2,
V240WG1, HX240WG1...

V750B, V750M gloss & matt +++ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

200 High tack adhesive
(VCR200, VCXR200...)

V750B, V750M gloss & matt +++ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

300/3000 V300WG1, V3000WG, 
V3000WM, HX3000WG2...

V700B, V700M, V700S gloss, matt, satin ++ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

300/3000 High tack adhesive
(VCR3000WG1, VCR3000WM1)

V700B, V700M, V700S gloss, matt, satin ++ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

 MICro
PErForATED MICRO1, MICRO2, MICRO6... PC50MICP2, PG836 gloss + ✓ ✓

 TrAnSPArEnT V202CG1, V302CG1... - gloss ++ ✓ ✓

     Films Surfaces Type of surface

 HEXIS Serie references Finish Durability    Curved          Flat  Window     Aluminium   Melamine      Paint⁽¹⁾   other HEXIS  films       Tiles         Floor

Floor GSOL170 anti slip + ✓ ✓ ✓

WHITEBoArD White (dWP001B)
 Transparent (dWP002B)

erasable, gloss + ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

BlACKBoArD BBNOIR chalkboard effect + ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

WooD VWOOd wood effect ++ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

lEATHEr PCAMPGB leather effect ++ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

AnTI-GrAFFITI / AnTI-SCrATCH AG800, PG836... gloss ++ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

cOLOUR fILMS

PRINTABLE fILMS

SPEcIAL LAMINATING fILMS



GRAPHICS DIVISION.

www.hexis-graphics.com

HEXIS HEAD OFFICE
Z.I. Horizons Sud

CS 970003
34 118 FRONTIGNAN CEDEX

T. +33 - 4 67 18 66 86 

F. +33 - 4 67 48 38 79
export@hexis.fr


